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Back
ac to Structure
There

can be little doubt that the movement to return to a more structured

curricul lum on the campus is gaining momentum. Far less clear is the overall

implicattion of the recent return to more required courses, more require-

course, greater reliance on grades, and so on. Does it simply
return of the pendulum, which swung far into left field during the
us 1960's and early 1970's? Or will the main result be an even greater
colnfusican of purposes, a mix of anarchy here and requirements there, with
standar ds differing widely from department to department, tightened up one
year, lo1 osened again the next? Or will a new synthesis arise out of the thesis
gid codes and antithesis of unbounded liberties, a new approach to higher educzation, clear in its purpose but not without opportunity for change,
neither Ilax nor formless?
That Ithe trend is away from anarchy is evident from top to bottom. In
terms raLrely used in nearly two decades, the U.S. Commissioner of Education, E rnest L. Boyer, has strongly challenged educational practices that
were un til recently viewed by many as either "liberating" or "necessary"
so as no't to alienate the student body. Boyer bemoans the fact that "on the
vast majority of campuses, required courses have been dropped, and the
ones WI hich remain reveal a staggering incoherence of purpose." He is
equally critical of the intellectually undemanding way in which requirements fzor courses in humanities might be met by "twelve nights of Marx
Brother: s and the aesthetics of 'Casablanca' " and "a natural science requireme-nt . . . by doing work for a season in the Galapagos." For undergraduatees, Boyer defines as essential a required course in Western civilization , a course in communications ("to master the written and spoken
word, and courses aimed at developing the capacity to understand and
ments p er
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The s tudents are not far behind. Although the majority (50 percent) of a
national sample of undergraduates would have abolished grades in 1969, by
1975 thiis position was favored by only about one out of three underd
es (32 percent). Only 19 percent of the 1977-1978 freshmen endorse
graduat
this pos ;ition.
Many universities are "restructuring." A 2-year study of the undergraduat e curriculum at Harvard seeks to ''balance" the "legitimate claims
of indiviidual interest and aspiration" with the need to ensure that those who

graduati will be properly educated. It seeks to move away from random
selectiOrn of courses by students, and instead to specify course load requirements a nd course combinations that make sense. The Amherst faculty re-

jected a proposal to endorse the system of electives that arose in the 1960's.

Expresssing dissatisfaction with the absence of a "shared educational purpose," it voted 78 to 25 to form a core curriculum. Stanford is reported to
have es tablished a new Western culture requirement. City University of
New Y(ork has replaced open admission with minimum requirements in
reading, writing, and mathematics. Similarly, California State University
and Collleges voted in March 1977 to require all students to take an English
placeme:nt exam. The University of Wisconsin reportedly began testing juniors for writing proficiency in fall 1976.
While
the retreat from curriculum anarchy is clearly under way, it is much
less obviious
where it will end up. Colleges are not highly planned entities
with po%werful "steering mechanisms," able to set and stick to a consistent
new couLirse against all opposing currents. The tendency is to compromise,

to gradu ally blend the new (or renewed)

orientations into yesteryear's fashAddoption of rigid, mostly required rather than elective, lockstep curricula iss most unlikely. The main alternatives are having a patchwork of
requirer nents here and sizable pockets of disorganization there, or making a
systema1tic effort to define where structure is needed and where free choice
and op
opp)ortunity to define new directions are called for.-AMITAI ETZIONI,
an
Professcor of Sociology, Columbia University, and Director, Center for Pol9
earch, Inc., New York 10027
i 1.),
i-,
ions.

